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About Oxfam
• Oxfam is a diverse confederation of 17 strongly interconnected national affiliates working in over 90 countries
• It works directly, or with partners to enable transformational change, using a unique combination of long-term development, campaigning and humanitarian programmes
• Our “Even it Up” global campaign aims to end extreme inequality that threatens undo much of the progress made over the past 20 years in tackling poverty as a direct consequence of the wrong political and economic choices
• This submission is made on the basis of our strong view that if the South African government can sort out its tax system so that huge corporations, the rich and high net worth individuals pay their fair share of the tax, the financing of the just demand for “Fee Free” tertiary education is possible.4



2016 Submission of Oxfam
– The Government of the Republic of South Africa is obliged in terms of the Constitution in Section 29 (1) (b) to provide for the right to further education, which has to be progressively available and accessible.
– South Africa ratified the International Covenant on Economic Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) on 12 January 2015 which has the effect of making of binding the government to its provisions.  
– Article 2 of ICESCR provides in respect of rights that ““Each State Party undertakes to take steps, individually and through international assistance and cooperation, especially economic and technical, to the maximum of its available resources, with a view to achieving progressively the full realization of the rights by all appropriate means …” 
– The Government of the Republic of South Africa is the “Duty Bearer”, obliged in terms of the Constitution to “Respect, Protect and Fulfil” the human rights obligations. In taking steps necessary, the government should ensure;

• Adequacy
• Priority
• Efficiency; and
• Effectiveness
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2016 Submission of Oxfam
• Of measures;  

a. to generate resources and allocate to socio-economic rights and 
b. of legislative, institutional or policy nature carefully calculated to deliver on these rights obligations.
– An “inter-generational implicit contract” can be entered into between current and future workers for the financing of tertiary education. We argued that this is the most fair, equitable and most efficient option for South Africa. We present further evidence in support of this stance in this submission.

• Institutional independence and autonomy is a virtue that we value in the education system, for academic freedom and other related rights. The question of legal and financial independence can be ably dealt with via a tertiary education funding law which guarantees the legal and financial independence of universities without regard to reliance on funding from the state. 
• This addresses the question of quality and sustainability of the PSET sector as some minimum funding norms and standards should be promulgated simultaneously with this process.
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What is “Fee Free” education
• We need to adopt a holistic approach, looking at a student as a whole person transitioning to adult life
• Reasonable and comprehensive costs towards tuition, books and stationary, appropriate technology, equipment and facilities, accommodation, practical’s/ internships, travel and living expenses for food, clothing, health.
• Focus on outcomes, what are those things that facilitate a conducive condition to learn and excel
• Meritorious system should ensure that the cream of the crop proceed to postgraduate studies-pursue areas of research, innovation, technology advancement and academic development
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Is “Fee Free” possible & desirable
• It is a constitutional imperative
• The state is obliged to making it happen by putting in place measures towards its full realization as a human right
• The ordinary citizen is myopic, and can hardly make provisions to insure against the likelihood of this event occurring
• The economy is not doing well, the burden on households to stressful to bear
• A forced savings approach need to be taken, a hard and unpalatable choice that needs to be made in the national interest
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Coverage of “Fee Free”
• The  poverty and inequality situation in South Africa is Dire (Table)
• Considering:
• Tuition

– MBChB = R62 890 (most expensive degree)
– BA = R36 330 – R46 796 (cheapest degree) 

• Accommodation
– UJ has 51,000 students and 6500 bed spaces
– Residences R24, 024 – 38, 220
– South Point- R2925 – R4050 per month

• Living Expenses
• Depends
• At R2400 per month, R28,800
Overall, least cost combination R89,154  can go upto 129, 910
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Coverage of “Fee Free”
• At over 90 percent of Households that can ill-afford to finance from earnings-trying to exclude does no make sense
• The total net wealth of just three men billionaires in SA is equivalent to that of the bottom 50% of country’s population
• A less than holistic approach is what makes our system inefficient and fraught with wastage
• It impacts negatively on other socio-economic indicators of interest- HIV/AIDS new infections, gender based violence, indebtedness, lack of savings and asset accumulation
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Average expenditure per year and month for 
each of the income deciles
Decile Average Spend per year (Rand) Average Spend per month (Rand) 
1 7,554                  629.50  
2  17,072              1,422.68  
3  28,554              2,379.52  
4  42,454              3,537.81  
5  59,375              4,947.90  
6   84,756              7,063.03  
7  119,505              9,958.74  
8  170,721            14,226.77  
9 247,017            20,584.76  
10 733,799              61,149.95  
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Funding/financing of “Fee Free” Higher 
Education
• Think Financing, NOT Funding- estimated future return on investment
• It is about creating fiscal space-evidence suggests the fiscal space is there
• We suggest no earmarking but general provisions

– Skills Development Levy of 3 percent (Payroll)
– Corporate Income Tax rate from the current 28% of profits to 30%
– 0.001% Financial Transactions Tax or ‘Tobin Tax’ (FTT) 
– Aggressively close loopholes in Tax System-Enforcing compliance with Social and Labour Plans
– Dealing decisively with corruption in the public service
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Any other proposals

• NSFAS in its current form is an institution of exclusion, 
not inclusion. Its constitutionality if very doubtful

• Its approach is flawed based on the income/wealth 
profile of South African households

• It has numerous systemic challenges that makes it 
inefficient and fail

• Recommend curtailing of its powers and mandate-to 
research and standard setting

• Blanket amnesty for those owing NSFAS loans
• Day to day administration of student affairs should be 

devolved to university administration
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